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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning. I’m delighted to be here at the ProTech Ocean Domain Post Award Conference.I’ll start by saying that we really couldn’t do the work that we do without all of you in the room. This is a valuable relationship.  I would like to thank: NOAA AGO Director.  Jeffrey ThomasNOAA AGO Deputy Director, Kelly MabeNOAA AGO Strategic Sourcing Director, Marcelle LovedayNOAA AGO Strategic Sourcing Acquisition Division , Branch Chief, Jay StandringNOAA AGO Pro-Tech Ocean Domain Contracting Officer, Erika Chavarria  NOAA AGO Pro-Tech Ocean Domain Account Manager, Regina Evans Also, I would like to thank our NOAA Small Business Officers:  Jeffrey Hale and Natalie Colbert in meeting departmental and NOS Small Business Goals.  I’m here today to tell you about the National Ocean Service and the work that we do.  The history of NOS dates back to 1807, when President Thomas Jefferson founded the Survey of the Coast to provide nautical charts. Although we are rooted in history, we are continually looking forward. -------------------------------------------------------------IMAGEJacques Cousteau National Estuarine Research ReserveSource: http://jcnerr.org/CTP_header.jpg; http://jcnerr.org/education/coastaltraining/ctpindex.html  
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Welcome and Congratulations
• Battelle Memorial Institute
• BMT Designers & Planners, Inc. 
• Cardinal Point Captain, Inc.
• CDI Marine Company, LLC
• Colsa Corporation
• Consolidated Safey Services, Inc.
• DHI Water and Environment, Inc.
• Earth Resources Technology, Inc.
• ECS Federal, LLC
• Freestone Environmental Services, Inc. 
• Integrated Systems Solutions
• JHT Incorporated 

• Lynker Technologies 
• Lynne Carbone & Associates, Inc. 
• Maden Technologies
• NewFields Government Services, LLC 
• Oasis Systems, LLC
• PAE
• Research Planning, Inc. 
• Science Technology Corporation
• SMRC 
• Spatial Front Incorporated
• Techglobal, Inc. 
• The Baldwin Group 
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Presentation Notes
I would like to Welcome you as partners to the National Ocean Service and Congratulate you on your award.    Today, we have 24 Pro-Tech awardees, which is amazing.  12 large businesses and 12 small.   We work closely with our contractors and value the work they bring to the organization.  We could not be able to do our jobs with out the contract support you provide to the National Ocean Service.   I would like to recognize each company, please stand when I call your name (then name all 24 vendors.       
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Moving Forward

• Develop and build long-term strategic 
partnerships with ProTech awardees

• Build industry partnerships through 
strategic sourcing and consolidation

• Operate with integrity and transparency
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National Ocean Service Mission

• Our mission is to provide science-
based solutions through 
collaborative partnerships to address 
evolving economic, environmental, 
and social pressures on our ocean 
and coasts.
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Major Economic Engine:
• 40% percent of the population lives 

in coastal shoreline counties. 
• In 2013, these counties contributed 

46% of the nation's Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP).

• Tourism and recreation added $101.1 
billion to the nation’s GDP (2013).

• U.S. commercial ports directly 
support more than 13 million jobs.

Challenges:
• Coastal storms,  flooding, and erosion
• Port congestion and navigation 

hazards
• Habitat loss and degradation

Our Nation’s  Coast
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In the United States today, almost 40 percent of the population lives in coastal shoreline counties.Coastal Shoreline Counties---the counties most directly adjacent to the oceans and Great Lakes--- contributed 46% of the nation's GDP. (Figure from Office for Coastal Management and applies to 2013, the most recent year we have data.)Tourism and recreation contributed $101.1 billion to the nation’s GDP. The majority is from hotels and restaurants, but this number also includes zoos and aquaria, marinas, scenic water tours, RV parks and campgrounds, boat dealers, sporting goods manufacturing, and amusement and recreation. (From OCM 2013 U.S. Ocean and Great Lakes Economy report: https://coast.noaa.gov/data/digitalcoast/pdf/econ-report.pdf)Growing U.S. exports depends on efficient American ports. U.S. commercial ports directly support more than 13 million jobs. The demand for safe and efficient marine transportation continues to grow.As populations and economic activities increase, there are challenges that our coastal communities face including coastal storms and flooding to port congestion, navigation hazards, and habitat loss. Today, I’d like to talk about how the National Ocean Service is helping to prepare America’s coastal communities for coastal change. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- IMAGECalifornia shoreline looking toward Santa Monica Mountains over Los Angeles. The Santa Monica Pier is visible in the top third of the image.Source: Personal photo by Kristen Crossett



N O S  M I S S I O N :

Navigation, Observations, and Positioning

NOS conducts hydrographic surveys and 
shoreline mapping to produce navigational 
charts that mariners use to navigate safely

National authority that defines, maintains, 
and provides access to the National Spatial 
Reference System

NOS maintains the National Water Level 
Observation Network (NWLON)

NOS operates the nation’s high frequency 
radar and profiling glider fleet
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Presentation Notes
Under Navigation, Observations, and Positioning, NOS provides environmental observations that help decision makers. NOS conducts hydrographic surveys and shoreline mapping to produce navigational charts that mariners use to navigate safely.We are the national authority that defines, maintains, and provides access to the National Spatial Reference System.NOS maintains the National Water Level Observation Network (NWLON). In addition to providing tide and current information, the data from this network are also a key part of the NOAA Tsunami Warning System and the NOAA Storm Surge Warning System.NOS operates the nation’s high frequency radar and profiling glider fleet.Because of the information and tools that NOS provides, ships are able to transit in and out of ports safely and efficiently.In addition, NOS defines the national shoreline through survey and observations which provides critical baseline data for updating nautical charts; defines our national territorial limits, including the Exclusive Economic Zone; and manages our coastal resources and decision making.Also as part of this mission area, NOS provides aerial imagery after disasters such as hurricanes and tornadoes. -----------------------------------------------------------------------------IMAGES LT Eric Younkin launches side scan sonar equipment off the NOAA Ship Thomas Jefferson.NOAA charts on a tug at the Annapolis Power Boat Show on 10/15/15. Tsunami Water Level Monitoring Station in Christiansted Harbor, St. Croix Additional information about OMAO dependency:Hydrography remains the NOS priority for days at sea.  These days at sea are essential to mapping in remote areas and maintaining proficiency.  Flight hours and availability for Coastal mapping and GRAV-DWatching closely what direction the future of the fleet takes



N O S  M I S S I O N :

Coastal Science and Assessment
Planning, prevention, response, and 
modeling tools for coastal 
environmental hazards including oil 
and chemical spills, marine debris, 
marine pathogens, harmful algal 
blooms 

Natural resource damage assessments 
as co-trustee protects and restores 
habitat injured by hazardous waste, oil 
spills and vessel groundings 

Applied science to support pollution 
reduction, ecological forecasting, and 
coastal ecosystem planning, Mussel 
Watch monitoring, habitat mapping and 
assessment
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The second Program Mission area involves Coastal Science and Assessment. NOS specializes in studying the cumulative impacts of changing coastal land use, climate, and habitat.We provide scientific support to the U.S. Coast Guard for oil and chemical spill response in our marine waters.As land transportation of materials such as bakken crude has grown, we are increasingly called on to provide scientific support for spills on land.We have a team of marine debris experts who address the problem of pollution in our oceans at all levels--- from every day trash and derelict fishing gear to significant marine debris events such as the Japan tsunami six years ago (March 11, 2011).As a trustee for coastal resources, NOS protects and restore habitats injured by hazardous waste, oil spills and vessel groundings under the Natural Resource Damage Assessment process.Ecological forecasts such as Harmful Algal Bloom bulletins alert coastal managers to blooms offshore before they are reported at the coasts. These forecasts identify which blooms are harmful, where the blooms are, how big they are, and where they’re headed.Mussel Watch is the nation’s longest running coastal contaminant monitoring program. The program analyzes sediment and bivalve tissue chemistry for a suite of organic contaminants and trace metals to identify trends at over 300 selected coastal sites from 1986 to present. Ecological and biogeographic characterizations, maps, assessments, and other products provide managers, scientists and decision makers with up-to-date information to conserve and protect the nation’s coastal and marine resources, protect public health and safeguard our coastal economies. ------------------------------------------------ IMAGESNOS scientist working on toxicologyAn oil spill along the shoreAn NCCOS diver surveys a Caribbean coral reef. 



N O S  M I S S I O N :
Ocean and Coastal Management & Services
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members of the 
national system 

of Marine 
Protected Areas

State coastal zone 
management 

programs

National Estuarine 
Research Reserves

Sanctuaries plus 
Papahānaumokuākea 

and Rose Atoll 
marine national 

monuments

States and 
territories 

addressing coral 
reefs

Partners on place-
based coastal 
issues - Local, 
county, NGO, 
private sector 

13 29

34 355 Many 
More
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The third Program Mission area of NOS deals with Ocean and Coastal Management and Services.  We work with seven states and territories to understand and conserve shallow coral reefs.  (For reference, this includes American Samoa, Florida, Guam, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Commonwealth of the North Mariana Islands and the U.S. Virgin Islands. We don’t count Texas because CRCP works primarily with ONMS, not the state for Flower Garden Banks NMS.)Coral reefs provide some of the most diverse and valuable ecosystems on Earth.NOS works to reduce harm to, and restore the health of, coral reefs.NOS also manages 13 national marine sanctuaries plus the Papahānaumokuākea and Rose Atoll marine national monuments. This network of underwater parks encompasses more than 600,000 square miles of marine and Great Lakes waters from Washington state to the Florida Keys, and from Massachusetts to American Samoa.Sanctuaries are nationally significant marine areas set aside for the benefit of people today and in the future. Across all national marine sanctuaries, about $8 billion annually is generated in local coastal and ocean dependent economies from diverse activities like commercial fishing, research and recreation/tourism-related activities. (This number was recently revised from $4 billion.)The National Estuarine Research Reserves System protects more than 1.3 million acres in 29 reserves located in 23 states and Puerto Rico for purposes of long-term research, environmental monitoring, education, and stewardship.  [Updated by cak 1/25/2017 to include new Hawaii NERR.]These are great places to visit. They provide research and educational opportunities and a connection to the community.NOS works with states to address coastal and Great Lakes issues working with 34 states under the coastal zone management program.This partnership is where state and federal expertise, policies, and resources come together to address coastal issues."Marine protected area" or MPA, is a broad term that encompasses a variety of conservation and management methods.NOS partners with the Department of Interior to advance the conservation and sustainable use of the nation's vital natural and cultural marine resources.Our sanctuaries and estuarine research reserves represent two types of marine protected areas. In all, the United States has 355 members in the national system of MPAs. TRANSITIONI’ve spent the last few minutes talking about the wide range of activities that NOS undertakes, from producing nautical charts to protecting coral reefs.When you have an organization that has such a diverse portfolio of activities, it is important to be able to focus.When you ask me what NOS does, I could easily give you a long list of examples.But the way we sum it up best is through the three priorities that we are seeking to advance: safe and efficient transportation and commerce; preparedness and risk reduction; and stewardship, recreation, and tourism.I’d like to talk for a few minutes about each of these priorities.---------------------------------------------------------- IMAGESMonterey Bay National Marine SanctuaryGreater Farallones and Cordell Bank National Marine Sanctuaries offer world-class wildlife watching Volunteers planting switch grass on the eastern shore of Maryland to help restore and protect the Chesapeake Bay



National Ocean Service Priorities
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The National Ocean Service provides data, 
tools, and services that support coastal 
economies and their contribution to the 
national economy

Our priorities are:
• Safe and efficient transportation and 

commerce
• Preparedness and risk reduction
• Stewardship, recreation, and tourism

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide outlines the priorities for the National Ocean Service. We provide data, tools, and services that support coastal economies and their contribution to the national economy. ---------------------------------------------------------------IMAGESContainer ships under the Fred Hartman bridge in Houston. A Rescue Boat searches for stranded people in downtown Kingfisher, Oklahoma in 2007. People were rescued when flood waters rose and stranded them. Credit: Marvin Nauman/FEMA photo (Source: https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/images/51679) Narragansett Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve.



Contract  Support

• Professional and Technical Analysis 
• Scientific and Technical Analysis 
• Architecture and Engineering (A/E Brooks Act)
• Communication/Outreach
• Conference Planning
• Administrative Services
• IT Support Services
• GIS
• Project Management
• Configuration Management Control
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To accomplish our diverse mission, we partner with industry on a variety of contracts.This slide shows examples of services that we have contracted in recent years.As you can see, our contracts support a wide variety of professional, technical, scientific, and administrative activities.Contract staffing is very important for us to carry out our mission.NOS has about 1,049 federal employees and more than 782 contract staff and 50 Corps officers located at more than 50 places around the country ( Yolanda Cooper on Laura’s Staff provided these figures on 2/8/2019).  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- IMAGESTop: CO-OPS staff member installing electronics mounts for Charleston Harbor PORTS Air Gap System. Middle: Scientists dissecting salmon for tissue chemical and histological analysis. �Bottom: Scientists collect benthic habitat data on the reefs in and around Buck Island Reef National Monument in St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands. �
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OCEAN & COASTAL 
MANAGEMENT SERVICES

COASTAL SCIENCE & 
ASSESSMENT

NAVIGATION, OBSERVATIONS & 
POSITIONING

Organization Chart
*Acting

National Ocean Service
Nicole LeBoeuf, Assistant Administrator*

John Armor, Deputy Assistant Administrator*

Management and Budget Office
Paul M. Scholz, CFO

Information Management Office
Lemuel Thomas, CIO

Office of 
Response and  

Restoration
David 

Westerholm 

National 
Centers for 

Coastal Ocean 
Science

Dr. Steven Thur

Office for 
Coastal 

Management
Dr. Jeff Payne

Office of 
National 
Marine 

Sanctuaries
Dr. Rebecca 

Holyoke*

Office of 
Coast Survey 
RDML Shep 

Smith

Office of 
National 
Geodetic 

Survey 
Juliana 

Blackwell

Center for 
Operational 

Oceanographic 
Products & 

Services
Richard Edwing 

U.S. Integrated 
Ocean 

Observing 
System 

Program
Carl Gouldman

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide gives you a sense of the geographic reach of our office.  NOS has employees across the country, with larger hubs in Charleston, Silver Spring, and Seattle.  As you can imagine, most of our employees are located along our coasts and Great Lakes. The smaller dots you see away from the coast include state geodetic advisors.
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Budget Trends

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide gives you a sense of the geographic reach of our office.  NOS has employees across the country, with larger hubs in Charleston, Silver Spring, and Seattle.  As you can imagine, most of our employees are located along our coasts and Great Lakes. The smaller dots you see away from the coast include state geodetic advisors.
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NOS Facilities and Footprint

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide gives you a sense of the geographic reach of our office.  NOS has employees across the country, with larger hubs in Charleston, Silver Spring, and Seattle.  As you can imagine, most of our employees are located along our coasts and Great Lakes. The smaller dots you see away from the coast include state geodetic advisors.
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Thank you!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for your time today to learn more about NOAA’s National Ocean Service. If you would like to learn more about NOS, a great place to start is our website.We receive more than two million visits per month and provide a wide range of content, including podcasts, videos, infographics, and Ocean Facts.You are also welcome to stop by the NOS table across the hall in the Science Center to speak with some of our staff. 
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